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ABSTRACT 

Since, the emergence of Postcolonial Studies, literary art as a worthwhile discipline to incorporate the harsh 

realities of life under colonial occupation, has been an engaging enterprise. The changing social and political 

atmosphere has a definite bearing on the art of postcolonial writers, as they believe art, can never be an 

independent entity far from the odds of life. The same idea specifically fits well with the literature of Palestine 

where in a discourse emerged in the form the ‘literature of resistance’ which in the twentieth century has 

arrested the worldwide scholarship. The writers under such domain write with an asserted plan to defy their 

nation and to narrate the pangs of their fellow people under the illegitimate Zionistic regime, hence reimagine 

their otherwise muzzled space. A generation of the Palestinian vociferous writers has emerged with a 

programmatic stand to resist the obnoxious foreign intervention. Some of the chief propounders among them 

are, FadwaTuqan, TawfikZayyid and Samih-al-Qasim. The poetry of all these writers has been chiefly 

nationalistic in character countering the illegitimate Zionist regime thereby reimagining their collective 

national space. 

Therefore, the present study will try to expound the Palestinian Poetry as a defiance narrative to reimagine the 

native existence. The focus will be to exude some selective poetic attempts used to counter the colonial order 

and to narrate the trauma and misery of the natives under foreign occupation. Besides, an attempt will also be 

made to expatiate how their blatant poetic voice galvanize their nation to resist the Israeli occupation, hence, 

shouldering their representative role.    

Keywords: Poetry, Re-imagination, Defiance, Palestinian Literature, Zionistic Regime, Illegitimate 

Occupation  

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

The Poets under study work with utter commitment to narrate the collective trauma of their nation under the 

Israeli oppression. Their art penetrates the deep recesses of the agonizing state of their nation and depict the 

same with utter vehemence. Thus, these emergent writers effortlessly narrate their sorry state via their poignant 
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verse hence conform to the Arab spokesmen role to reimagine the lost space. The atrocious and turbulent 

experience under foreign settlements, particularly from the nightmarish year 1948 when Palestine experienced 

what is prominent as al-Nakba (catastrophe) has always been a motivating force behind these nation-conscious 

writers to situate their artistic impulses to narrate their collective national atrophy. 

FadwaTuqan was born in Nablus in 1917 in a distinguished family. She was the sister of Ibrahim Tuqan, another 

well-renowned poet of Palestine who shaped her poetic taste. Later on Tuqan attended Oxford University to 

study English Studies. Her Poetic career comprises of eight volumes of poetry, some of which are, I Found It 

(1958), In Front of the Closed Door (1967), Horseman and the Night (1969), Alone on the Summit of the World 

(1973), Give Us Love (1960), Before The Closed Door (1967), and Daily Nightmares (translated. to English in 

1988). Fadwa died in 2003. 

TawfiqZiad was born in Galilee 1929. He pursued his career in literature in USSR before returning to His 

homeland Palestine where in Nazareth he was elected as Mayor on 9
th

 December 1973. His literary oeuvre is 

comprised of some outstanding collections out of which the most appealing is I Press on your Hands which 

contain some heart-wrenching resistance and revolutionary poems. Ziad met a fatal death on 5
th

 July 1994 in 

Jordon while returning to Nazareth from Jericho where he had welcomed Yasser Arafat, the PLO (Palestine 

Liberation Organization) who himself was returning from exile. 

Samih al-Qasim was born in Zarqa, a northern city in Jordan in 1939. He graduated from a secondary school in 

Nazareth. He has written around fifty-six volumes of poetry. This huge oeuvre includes: Slit Lips, Sons of War, 

Bats, The Story of a City, Story of an Unknown Man, End of a Discussion with a Jailer, The Will of a Man 

Dying in Exile and etc. Samih breathed his last on 19
th

 August 2014 of a fatal cancer. 

 

II. A SELECTSTUDY 

The catastrophic state of affairs of Palestine is a demanding platform for the native intellectual makeup to 

shoulder the burden of their nation and incorporate their efforts to work for their collective cause. This battered 

and beleaguered nation thus, did find voice in the form of literati like the above introduced prolific poets. All of 

them make the wonderful use of their language to penetrate the realities of their country‟s turbulence and 

present this wretched state to attain global attention. Salma KhadraJayyusi in this direction remarks about some 

of the Palestinian Poets including Zayyid and al-Qasim as, “The names of TawfiqZayyad…and Samih al-Qasim 

came to be known for the first time as their poetry provided Arab readers with a potent verbal weapon against 

the tragic circumstances of their people. Exultantly received, they were destined…to become household names.” 

(Jayyusi 21) These writers do not shy away to narrate the pangs of their nation and to depict the trauma of their 

fellow countrymen. 

 

III. FADWA TUQAN 

The first and the foremost figure which appositely fits in the current discussion is FadwaTuqan. Fadwa 

is notably considered as, “one of the most distinguished figures of Modern Arabic Literature”. She lived by the 

haunting experiences of Palestinian conflict and observed firsthand the devastation of her motherland and thus, 
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replicated with photographic vivacity the same harsh realities in her poetry. Lawrence Joffe writes, “The 

Palestinian poet FadwaTuqan, who has died aged 86, forcefully expressed a nation‟s sense of loss and defiance. 

Moshe Dayan, the Israeli general, likened reading one of Tuqan‟s poems to facing 20 enemy commandos.” 

(Lawrence, Obituary, Guardian) Though, she primarily situates her idiom within the feminine principle 

depicting her experience of the narrow space of an Arab woman like in the bookAlone With The Days, her 

oeuvre develops into a deep rooted incorporation of the trauma with which her country has lived under the 

Zionistic occupation. She transforms this wretched experience with utter commitment into her poignant verse. 

The 1948 al-Nakba undoubtedly, was a nerve-racking experience for her but she experimented with the theme of 

overt defiance only after 1967 Arab-Israel War as, remarks,Salam Mir in his study Palestinian Literature: 

Occupation and Exile, “the event [1948 mass exodus] did not cause a radical shift in the poet‟s view. Tuqan 

would have to wait almost twenty years for the shift to take place in the aftermath of the 1967 War. Then, her 

experience of the Israeli occupation of the West Bank inspired the personal poet to turn into one of the strongest 

committed voices of her people.” (Arab Studies Vol. 35, No. 2, 125)Fadwa‟s verse “became more overtly 

nationalistic after Israel came to rule Nablus in 1967. Occupation provides new topics – the ordeal of waiting at 

border crossings, the indignity of house demolitions, and the fervour of the children‟s uprising.” (Lawrence, 

Obituary, Guardian) The pathos of Palestinian refugees is a recurring theme of her resistance voice. The fall of 

Nablus, her own place to Israeli forces in 1967 War and the unjustified occupation is penetrated with a resolute 

voice. The deep attachment with her motherland swings between loss and hope. If the atrocities faced by 

Palestinians under the Zionist regime are painfully depicted the same is defiantly countered by her strong will 

which in turn works as a potent force in the re-imagination of her collective Nation. Her poetry generates hope 

implying the change in her nation‟s untoward state of affairs. The poem “Ever Alive”is aptly placed within such 

spectrum: 

My Beloved home land 

No matter how long the milestone 

Of pain and agony churns you 

In the wilderness of tyranny, 

They will never be able 

To pluck your hopes and dreams 

[…] 

Because out from our deep sorrows, 

Out from the freshness of our spilled blood 

Out from the quivering of life and death 

Life will be reborn in you again (Hijjawi, Poetry of Resistance 21).  

The poem wrought with optimism generates the hope for survival out of the wretchedness of the bloo- 

dy atmosphere. It counters the burning status quo in Palestine and hopes for a changed peaceful environment.    

In the poem “Martyrs of the Intifada”,Fadwaexudes deep reverence for the young Palestinian stone throwers. 

She bestows them a heroic stature for their commitment to their national struggle especially during the First 

Intifada (1987-1993) which changed the very shape of the Palestinian Resistance Movement. Fadwa pays 
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accolades to these youngsters who exhibit their angst and risk their lives against the highly advanced weaponry 

of Israeli forces. The following lines explicitly exhibit this stance: 

They died standing, blazing on the road 

Shining like stars, their lips pressed to the lips of life 

They stood up in the face of death 

Then disappeared like the sun (Tuqan, poemhunter.com) 

Fadwa in the above lines provides an aching account of the sacrifice of the Palestinian children for the collective 

national cause. Her verse celebrates their brave and bold nerve to stand against the oppression. 

 

IV. TAWFIQ ZAYYAD 

FadwaTuqan was followed by a series of blunt voices with a similar nerve to situate their art against the 

imperialistic oppression. One of the prolific voices in this connection is TawfiqZayyad, who besides being a 

potent political voice attained a distinction for being an overt poet of resistance. Throughout his literary and 

political life, he has achieved an iconic stature due to hisvociferousdefiance against the Israeli Occupation. The 

volume I Press on your Handsis an incredible attempt of a counter-discourse against the Zionism. The Volume 

contains some heart wrenching poems which palpably arouse the national sentiments in his fellow countrymen. 

The poem “Here We Stay” is one such defiant stroke to vehemently counter the ruthlessness of the intruders. 

The Poet says I this poem: 

We shall remain like a wall on your chest, 

And in your throat like a shard of glass, 

A cactus thorn, and in your eyes a sand storm. 

We shall remain a wall upon your chest, 

  […] 

to snatch a bite for our children from your blue flanges. 

Here we shall stay, sing our songs, 

Take to the angry streets, 

Fill prisons with dignity. (Zayyad, poemhunter.com) 

These lines have attained an emblematic character in the entire scheme of Palestinian resistance poetry. Zayyad 

cheers up the resistance fighters and in a defiant nerve dignifies the whole steadfast struggle of Palestine for the 

liberation of their beloved Land. Thus, his poetry is also a statement of protest to challenge the illicit occupation. 

The 1948 Al-Nakbah was a tremouring shock for the Arabs in general, and Palestinians in particular, as it gave a 

new definition to the Palestinian cultural and national life. It highly turned into what is paradoxically termed as a 

„memory of forgetfulness‟. This memory of forgetfulness is a preoccupation of these nationalist poets hence 

writes TawfiqZayyad in his another blunt stroke titled as, “The Olive Tree”: 

I shall carve the serial number 

Of every stolen piece of land 

The place of my village on the map 

And the blown up houses, 
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  […] 

For the sake of remembrance, 

I shall continue to carve 

All the chapters of my tragedy 

And all the stages of Al- Nakbah 

On the home yard olive tree! (Hijjawi, Poetry of Resistance 16) 

The debilitating effects of the untoward foreign intrusion left deep scars on the psyche of the entire population. 

The collective memory of their native space in turn stirs their emotional state and cements their knot with 

everything belonging to Palestine. Palestine is their preoccupation, an imagination which shapes their existence 

otherwise denied by Israel. Zayyad recounts the national tragedy and defiantly writes back to the occupier hence 

reimagines his nation through his typical tone.  

TawfiqZayyad‟s tragic death in a horrible car collision ends a phase of representation of the beleaguered 

Palestinians.  

 

V. SAMIH AL-QASIM 

Another outstanding figure emerging out of the Palestinian atrophy is Samih-al-Qasimwho like his 

contemporaries bestows his poetry with an unflinching pathos towards the Palestinian Nation. Al-Qasim arose 

as a fierce resistance figure after 1967 War to ablaze the revolutionary spirit among the Palestinian mass 

populace. His huge literary career comprises of around fifty-six volumes of poetry painstakingly situated within 

the national milieu which in turn endows him a monumental status in the entire genre of resistance literature. 

Three of his volumes have been translated into English. Besides, he has also written some novels, plays and 

political essays.  

Samih al-Qasim‟s vehement counterattack on Israeli regime through his trenchant poetic metaphor, earned him 

consistent imprisonments but nevertheless, his unwavering stand for the cause of his nation remained 

undaunted. The aberrant situation of his country could never led him to be satisfied with the status quo, rather it 

shaped his poetic career and made it deeply political, as recorded by the Revolutionary Cultural Front: 

Samih-al-Qasim was not born when he was born. It was the atrocities confronted by an occupied state that gave 

birth to the poet Samih-al-Qasim. It was the memories of Nakbah-The occupation, expulsion and ethnic 

cleansing of more than 7 lack Palestinians from Palestine by Israel that gave birth to him. (AlvidaSamih Al-

Qasim, Revolutionary Cultural Front). 

Samih-al-Qasim grew with the conflict on his Land, thus from the blooming days of his life, an explosive urge 

aroused in his heart which drove him to take a deep interest in the political makeup of his country and also 

found an outlet in his immensely claimed Verse. This young consciousness, he himself explains, “While I was 

still at primary school the Palestinian tragedy occurred. I regard that date as the date of my birth, because the 

first images I can remember are of the 1948 events. My thoughts and images spring from the number 48”. (qtd 

in Victims of Map, 2) So, this early tragic experience gave the poet a direction towards setting his art within the 

gamut of anti-colonial literature and marked a beginning of an outstanding literary career. His poetry has an 

agonizing appeal to stir the general human conscience. 
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The untoward situation under the colonial occupation of Palestine dwells deep in Samih-al- Qasim‟s 

imagination which in turn is blatantly refuted by him via his technically angst surcharged verse. His creative 

energy acts as a force to mobilize the Palestinians to resist the confiscation of their land with a remarkable sense 

of steadfastness. His poem “A Letter from a Bankrupt” remains at par: 

You may rob me of the last span of my land 

You may ditch my youth in prison holes 

Steel what my grandfather left me behind: 

Some furniture or clothes and jars, 

You may burn my poems and books 

You may feed your dog on my flesh 

You may impose a nightmare of your terror 

On my village 

Enemy of light 

I shall not compromise 

And to the end 

I shall fight (Hijjawi, Poetry of Resistance 13). 

The poet details the exploitation incurred upon his fellow people by the intruder under the shade of his military 

might and defiantly asserts the dignity of his collective nation. The above lines state the unflinching nerve of the 

Palestinian resistance with an uncompromising stand against occupation. They exude how the collective 

national ethos is knotted with the collective imagination. Thus, like his contemporaries Samih-al-Qasim stands 

as a vital force and occupies a prestigious position to enrich the genre of Palestinian Resistance Literature.  

Samih in another poem titled “A Report from the Battlefield” from the collection, All Faces But Mine (2015) 

documents the defiance of his nation against the illegal and devastative settlement process of Israel. He accounts 

the diverse ramifications of the Palestinian resistance and the dynamics of the unflinching bond of his people 

with their beloved land. He captures a picture of the Palestinian youth with utter anguish and defiant nerve 

against the Settlers. The Poet says: 

From a demolished house  

To one where every stone in it  

Shouts to every other stone,  

To everything around,  

 “Advance”!  

With my own eyes I saw  

A ten-year-old fighter 

Walking, but without legs,  

[…] 

Resists the heavy cannons.(Al-Qasim, All Faces 6-7)  

The stone is used for two-fold purposes. Literary, it was the only weapon the Palestinian youth used to fight 

against the advanced weaponry of Israel during 1987 and 2001 Intifadas (shaking uprisings). The stone in the 
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Palestinian context is also the symbol of resistance in general scheme of things. It is a mark of Palestinian 

resistance whereby they never compromise with the reality endorsed with their cause. The same nature of the 

Palestinian Stone is exuded by Parmenter who remarks in her book, Giving Voice To Stones:  

Palestinian writers attempt to maintain this essential meaning of stones as a means of confronting and resisting 

Israeli version of place, history, and identity. In the process, however, stones necessarily become an intellectual 

effort for Palestinians as well. These efforts grant rhetorical power but at the same time expose the vulnerability 

of words, for when words fail in confrontation with power, stones become weapons. (98) 

The Poet cheers up the Palestinian youngsters who put their blooming lives at stake for the cause of their nation. 

He pays accolades to their courage and fighting spirit against the occupation of their native Land. The 

debilitation of their resources does not deter their resistance rather they are bent to defy their motherland and 

liberate it from the foreign clutches. Though, they are left with abundant losses but they do not surrender their 

spirit to survive out of their tragedy and the collective national ethos. They are enthused to sustain this entire 

trauma. The Poet narrates:  

Out of the camp remains,  

They come,  

Out of the trenches of defiance,  

In a ruined street,  

They come,  

Out of a cave, of a dilapidated house,  

Raising the banner of resistance and defiance,  

Spitting their blood on the tank‟s forehead. (Al-Qasim, All Faces 6-7)  

The battered and beleaguered Palestinians nevertheless come out more enthusiastic to defy their untoward 

situation and with staggering bravado counter the mighty foreign intrusion.  

The poet furthers his narrative by detailing the symbolic overture of the Palestinian ethos. He renders his tone an 

overwhelming spirit of defiance against the marauding occupation by showcasing the national ethos tied with 

the consciousness of every Palestinian. The Poet says:  

They come with cedar and olives,  

With banners,  

With fires,  

They come. (Al-Qasim, All Faces 6-7) 

The words like „cedar‟, „olives‟, „banners‟, „fires‟ symbolize the bolstering defiant nerve of Palestinians. It is by 

the virtue of these potent symbols Samih exhibits his merit to play his role in re-imagining Palestine. Olive, 

particularly, is a recurrent symbol used in the Palestinian resistance poetry.  

Thus, Samih al-Qasim in the above poems projects the collective Palestinian defiance against the illegitimate 

foreign occupation. His poems piercingly depict the pains of Palestinians and counter the same with utmost zeal 

and enthusiasm.   
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Therefore, the study tried to espouse the tendency of the three Palestinian poets who situate their literary idiom 

to fit in the discourse of resistance against the illegitimate occupation in order to reimagine their suppressed 

national space. If on the one hand, these colonial powers are hell bent to exploit these oppressed nations with 

their resources and erase their national and cultural identity, on the other hand these defiant writers firmly root 

their artistic impulses within the nationalistic ideals, hence endowing their art the power of no less than the 

armaments. FadwaTuqan cheers the fighting spirit of his fellow countrymen and recounts their heroics, thus 

nourish the collective spirit of revolution within his nationals. Her poems shake the complacency and generate 

hope among Palestinians. TawfikZayyid vehemently penetrates the Israeli might and bluntly defies their 

oppression. His poems nonetheless, serve as hymns to nurture the battered roots of his people. His poems out 

rightly negate the occupation and abrogate the illegitimate Israeli stand over this native land of Palestine. Samih 

al-Qasim also incorporates his verse with the unwavering spirit of defiance. His poems counter the Israeli 

settlements and appeal the collective national consciousness to stand firm against the oppression till the last 

drops of blood are shed for the sake of their bellowed land. Thus, all the three poets in this study build up a 

discourse to reimagine their collective nation and to defy against the unjust and repugnant Zionistic ideology. 
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